
Fashion  Tips:  Fashion
Takeaways From Icon Jennifer
Lopez

By Emily Green

Jennifer Lopez is one of the most iconic celebrities of all
time. Aside from being insanely talented, Lopez is able to
look absolutely stunning in numerous unique looks that very
few other people would be able to pull off. From being covered
in jewels from head to toe, to wearing something as simple as
athleisure, this celebrity style is truly fit to Lopez in
every way. While celebrity fashion does vary from person to
person, Lopez has a style that is full of confidence and
flare.
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Jennifer  Lopez  is  an  absolutely
stunning  celebrity  in  every  way!
What are some fashion tips that we
can  take  away  by  following  her
example?

1. Always go for a full head to toe look: This is one of the
main keys to JLo’s iconic looks; she always pays attention to
detail. From the jewelry to the nails, to the headwear to the
makeup, every outfit has details that are tailored to that
specific outfit only. Do this and you’ll have heads turning no
matter where you go!

Related Link: Get a Knockout Look with This One-Two Punch in
Hairstyles

2. Don’t let the clothes wear you: Remember, you’re the one
wearing the clothes, not the other way around! You have to
bring that confidence that comes with wearing your clothes. If
you’re wearing a red carpet look, hold your head high and show
us that smile that we all know deserves to be seen.

Related Link: Celebrity Looks: 3 Easy Ways To Dress Like a
Celebrity

3. Resist the trends: What really makes JLo a fashion icon is
that  she  doesn’t  pay  attention  to  any  trends  in  fashion.
She’ll go for any fashion look, no matter how wild it may seem
and gives it a “timeless appeal.” Go for looks that you are
drawn to, and that you know you can feel great wearing.

4. Look at runways for inspiration: JLo tends to look for
inspiration for her looks on the fashion runways, and pulls
bits and pieces of what she likes and sends them to her
designers. Whether it’s a pop of color or a unique pattern,
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fashion comes in all shapes and sizes, making it a wonderful
thing to explore!

5. Be open to anything: You can’t know what you like to wear
unless you try some things out! JLo is a confident, powerful
woman and that alone is key to her ability to pull off any
outfit she wants. Don’t be afraid to step out of your comfort
zone and try something new. You never know what you might end
up liking!

What  are  some  other  fashion  tips  we  can  take  away  from
Jennifer Lopez? Let us know in the comments below!


